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Logline 
Unlucky at love, perhaps. Or just maybe some of us need a new game plan, in order to find the perfect 
mate. Get Hitched is for singles that want to date with the intention of getting married, but have been 
lacking  the ability and/or skills to connect with that special someone and develop that connection into 
a mutually satisfying relationship, with a strong potential for marriage. Four contestant will compete for 
the grand prize;  the wedding and honeymoon of their dreams. 
 
Get Hitched/Premium Version (With All the Bells and Whistles) 
 
A. Outline of Synopsis 
 
 I. The Goals 
 
In order to reach the Get Hitched competition goal the candidate must earn the most points, by: 
 a.  making improvements to their physical appearance 
 b.  achieving life coach goals 
 c.  fully understanding  the Get Hitched Dating System 
 d.  make connections with 5 date-ables, by the end of the Season. 
       If a contestant does not make any date-able connections from their list,   
  he/she must revert to the viewers recommendations* for which, only     
  5 points will be given. 
 e.  of the 5 date-ables, the contestant must choose one, a  "relationship date-  
  able," in order to receive the prize  
 
*If candidates are not successful in making connections with any date-ables then the candidate must 
comply with the viewers recommendations. Get Hitched viewers will vote-in (after the end of Episode 1) 
who they think the best 10 choices are for each contestant  (in order from 1st to 10th). 
 
 II. The Dates 
 

 prior to going on each date, contestants will be graded by makeover gurus, as to their "look" 
and their dating guru will grade them as to their: dating event selection (where they have 
chosen to go for the date, or what they have selected do with their date) and the attitude they 
are manifiesting regarding the date, and the game plan for that date.  

 after each date the contestant will be given a score, on the success of the date, as to their 
personal participation. Date-able's behaviour not withstanding. 

 after dating for a six months period, whoever is engaged and scored the highest points during 
the programme, will receive the £25,000 wedding/reception prize 

 if a contestant reaches the 150 optimal point goal. Any points over that amount add to the 
contestants total score. And to the amount of the grand prize.  At the value of 1pt = £1,000 in 
addition to the £25,000. If the contestant that completes all tests, tasks and challenges, and at 
the end of the 6 months period has fulfilled the requirements for the prize, has a score of 155 
points. Than the final prize, to that contestant will be £30,000. 



 
 III. The Grading/Point System 

 A scoring system of 0-10 points will be awarded to each contestant for each category 
 

 Points are accumulated for individual improvements, understanding and application of new 
skills and the execution thereof.  The categories are as follows: 

  1. Makeover 
  2. Life Coaching 
  3. Get Hitched Dating System 
  4. Get-A-Dateable 
  5. The Dating Experience (for each date) 
  6. Dating Challenges 
 

 Accumulating the highest points does not guarantee, winning the contest. The points 
accumulated demonstrates the contestants' determination to complete assigned tasks to the 
best of their abilities and how motivated they are to win the prize. 

 
 The points also act as a motivator for contestants to compete with each other in order to gain 

rank within the competition. 
 

 If two contestants have fulfilled the Get Hitched Contest Goals ^ the one with the highest 
number of points will be awarded the prize.  

 
 IV. The Get Hitched Contest Goals^ 
 
In order to receive the prize, the competition winner must fulfill the following: 
 a.  be officially engaged  
 b.  legally acquire a registered marriage certificate 
 c.  set a date of marriage 
 
 V. Awarding the Prize 
 
 a. Get Hitched must verify that all three requirements have been met 
 b. The couple will then meet with the Get Hitched appointed wedding  planner 
  in order to discuss, select, arrange, and confirm all aspects of the   
 ceremony and reception that are equivalent to £25,000 (or the total value   of their 
 score, if over £25,000)^^ 
 c. When the planning and selecting phase is complete, the wedding planner  
 will contact Get Hitched with the proposal of goods and services valued at   no 
more than £25,000  (or the total value of their score, if over £25,000) 
 d. Get Hitched will then release the sum of £25,000^^ to the wedding planner  
 to cover all confirmed cost  
 e. After all arrangements have been secured the wedding planner will inform  
 Get Hitched of all details relating to the video/audio tapping of the wedding   event  
 
 VI. The Wedding 
 
 a. Get Hitched has the sole rights to video/audio record and edit all aspects of  



 the wedding event.  All video/audio recording can be rebroadcast at the  
 discretion of Get Hitched. The wedding couple will be provided with a copy   of the 
video/audio recording, as is. 
 b. During Season 2, the wedding event of Season 1 will be     
 broadcast prior to the new contestants, starting their challenges 
 
B. Details Contestant Requirements  
Contestants chosen from applicants 
Age: must be at least 25 years old, to be able to enter the competition  
Sexual preference: straight, LGTB  
Physical requirements: fully able or with disabilities  
Current living status: single (in a non-civil patnership relationship) 
Dependents: with or without dependents  
Financial status: not applicable 
Location: Greater London  
Competitors needed per Season: two men and two women 
Season duration:  Eight weeks. Beginning at Friday evening at 7:00 until Sunday evening at 7:00, for 
Episode 1.  Episode 2 and thereafter:  Saturday at midday until 7:00 in evening. 
 
C. Contest Rules 
Contestant must agree to be recorded on CCTV and  audio, at all times, in the contestant 
accommodation, at outside venues  and while on dates via hidden video and audio devices.  No 
contact with date-ables is allowed during non-show dates. Only telephone calls are allowed. Get Hitched 
will supply contestants with mobile telephones, which will be used for any aspect of the competition. 
NO SEXUAL INTERCOURSE OF ANY KIND IS ALLOWED. NO EXPLICITLY EROTIC  (OR DOUBLE ENTENDRE 
EROTIC) CONVERSATION, GESTURES OR IMAGES OR ANY SORT ARE ALLOWED, DURING FILMING OF GET 
HITCHED. All participants must sign a waiver as to physical health, allergies and psychological and 
emotional stability, non-illegal drug or addictive substance use. All (contestants and date-ables) must 
complete a dating/compatability profile. Results of the profiles will be used to match-up contestants 
with date-ables. Participants will be paired up in two bedrooms: straight, lesbian, gay, transgender, 
disabled people, various age groups, with or without dependents. Each candidate is responsible to 
practice skills learnt during the week and will be graded according to how well they have completed 
each task in each category.  All contestants may share (if willing) any aspects of their consultation, 
instructions, items or products with fellow contestants.  All grades are final, and not open to debate or 
discussion. Contestants are not allowed to question any of the consultant/judges regarding any aspect 
of their duties. Each morning they will receive their individual scores via television and can review them 
at any time. On Sunday evening before leaving, the GH Host will review the video recording of the dating 
guru's analysis and critique of their dates. Each contestant  will  receive a printed version of their 
scores to take along with them. This hard copy will be given to them by the GH Host. All contestants are 
responsible for keeping complete records and details for upcoming and past dates.  Competitors are 
required to behave and conduct themselves in a co-operative, reponsible and considerate manner at all 
times. All contestants are expected to resolve any disagreements or troubles, between themselves in an 
expedient and responsible manner. If any contestant fails to show due consideration for fellow 
contestants, he/she will be  given a warning by the GH Host. If the problem or issue continues a 20 
point reduction will be taken from their score. If law enforcement is called in behalf of the of any 
contestant in order to resolve any problems or behaviour, said contestant(s) will be disqualified and 
dismissed from the contest. Contestants cannot reveal that they are a part of the Get Hitched 
programme to their dates, until the competition is over. Any contestant that reveals their 



participation on the show, prior to that date, will be disqualified and must take their belongings and 
leave the programme accommodation immediately.  
 
D. Get Hitched Dating Method 
Many people who want a serious relationship, with the intention of marriage tend to focus on one 
prospective person at a time. And when that one relationship does not pan out, disappointment, despair 
and defeat are the result. Which can lead to discouragement, hopelessness and a negative attitude 
toward dating. The philosophy of Get Hitched is "never put your all your eggs in one basket." Each 
contestant will be dating and forming progressive relationships with several date-ables, during the 
show. Of the date-ables that each contestant makes a connection with, only one will be that special 
someone, the "relationship date-able."Each contestant must determine, after using the skills learnt and 
advice used (combined with: gut feeling, trial-and-error and chemistry) which one is right for them. And 
continue to work and build on the relationship, after they leave the show, in order to win the grand 
prize.   
 
In other words, the Get Hitched Dating Method its similar looking for meaningful employment. A 
job-seeker sends off CVs, videos, samples of work to many prospective employers. Of the amount that is 
sent out only a handful will be taken under consideration. And of that handful only one is chosen.    
 
The resource for date-a-ables, during the initial and proceeding episodes will be provided from the 
following sources: 

 online dating service profiles 
 contestants will be challenged  to connect with date-ables at various venues of their personal 

choice or interests (gym, museum, library, coffee shop) 
 
E. Assistance provided by Get Hitched 
 
1. The Host 

 There will be a host/presenter/motivator for the GH show and contestants. The Host will remain 
impartial, toward all contestants. Their objectives are to support each contestant equally in 
achieving their goals  

 encourage the contestants to apply the resources, methods, instructions, guidance tools, 
products their gurus have given 

 remain positive and upbeat 
 discuss any conflicts within the group 
 address any logistic issues for the contestants (inside or outside of the GH house) 
 provide explanation of any misunderstanding, by contestant(s) regarding GH rules 
 remind contestants that this is a competition, with a prize to be won 
 not to engage in any debate regarding: judges, contest rules, scoring or challenges 
 keep up with each contestants status, on the show 
 after the competitors have left the house, the host will urge viewers to phone-in, regarding their 

choices for date-ables and reationship date-ables for each contestants, up until the end of 
Episode 5. And who they think will win the grand prize. 

 
2. Get Hitched Viewer Participation   

 At the end of Episode 1 the Host will urge viewers to call in and vote their: 
  a. 10 date-able choices for each contestant  



  b.  will be the "relationship date-able" for each contestant 
  c. winner of the grand prize 

 At the end of Episode 6 (after each contestant reveals their "relationship date-able")  the 
Host will reveal the viewers choice for each contestant's date-able 
 At the end of Episode 8 the Host will reveal the viewers choice to win the grand  prize  

 
3. Get Hitched Boot Camp with Gurus/Consultants 
Each participant will receive professional, and where applicable certified, instruction via critque and 
positive reinforcement and thereafter judged regards the following:  
 

 makeovers:  wardrobe, skincare regimen, grooming, make-up, hair, and   
 mani-pedicures       

 life coaching:   diet, exercise, stress-reduction or meditation and people skills 
 dating guru:  personality/relationship analysis, dating dos-and-don'ts 

 
All consultants/judges and their assistants must agree to be video and audio recorded whilst performing 
their jobs for each contestant, while directly involved with the contestant and during the judging/scoring 
periods.  If after the GH Boot Camp is completed, and additional beauty/aesthetic, life coach or dating 
guru assistance is requested, by the contestant (for any reason) points will be deducted from the 
candidates score (5 points per session).  
 
Beauty & Aesthetics Gurus 
Makeover: Face & Hair/Hands, Feet & Body :  The consultants will select one total body treatment 
and a casual and dressy look (hair & make-up only) for each contestant, that will be used for the 
duration of the show.  
 
Face  

 Women:  The consultant will provide the contestant with a facial skin regimen and instructions 
to follow this regimen daily. As the instructions are given the contestant will be applying said 
skincare products. Thereafter instruction will be given on make-up application and beauty tips. 
The consultant will do one half of the face. The contestant will copy the look, based upon the 
instructions given by the consultant.  The consultant (now in a seperate room) will be 
observing the contestant and grading each one according to their ability to follow instruction 
and copy the "look."  

 Men:  The consultant will provide the contestant with a facial skin regimen and instructions to 
follow this regimen daily. As the instructions are given the contestant will be applying said 
skincare products. Thereafter instruction will be given on shaving or grooming facial hair. The 
consultant will do one half of the face. The contestant will copy the look, based upon the 
instructions given by the consultant.  The consultant (now in a seperate room will grade the 
contestants) will be observing the contestant and grading each one according to their ability to 
follow instruction and copy the "look."  

 
Hands, Feet & Body 
 
Hands & Feet 

 Women: The consultant will provide instruction for a basic mani/pedicure regimen. The 
contestant will  copy the regimen, based upon the instructions given by the consultant.  The 



consultant (now in a seperate room) will be observing the contestant and grading each one 
according to their ability to follow instruction and copy the look.  

 Men:   The consultant will provide instruction for a basic mani/pedicure regimen . The 
contestant will  copy the regimen and the look, based upon the instructions given by the 
consultant.  The consultant (now in a seperate room will grade the contestants) will be 
observing the contestant and grading each one according to their ability to follow instruction 
and copy the look.  

 
Body 
 Women & Men:  This consultant will provide the contestant with a total body  regimen and 
instructions to follow this regimen daily.  
 
Hair  

 Women: The consultant will provide instruction for a basic haircare regimen and proceed to 
style hair in a casual and up-do. The contestant will  copy the regimen and the look, based 
upon the instructions given by the consultant.  The consultant (now in a seperate room) will be 
observing the contestant and grading each one according to their ability to follow instruction 
and copy the look.  

 Men:   The consultant will provide instruction for a basic haircare regimen and proceed to 
style hair: one casual and another more dressed. The contestant will  copy the regimen and the 
look, based upon the instructions given by the consultant.  The consultant (now in a seperate 
room) will be observing the contestant and grading each one according to their ability to follow 
instruction and copy the look.  

 
Wardrobe Guru: will be specific to each contestant. Consisting of two basic styles (a casual look and a 
dressy look). Clothing will be resourced from high street brand shops. The contestant will be taught 
"hands on" how to achieve the desired look and explained as to why the applications are necessary. 
Ensembles are of the sort that the contestant will be able to maintain on a personal basis, without 
assistance, thereafter. Contestant will copy the application of the ensembles and be graded as to their 
ability to duplicate the instructions/examples. Contestants will be given 2 casual ensembles and 2 dressy 
ensembles (clothing and accessories) to last the duration of the contest.  And (1) formal attire, for 
Dating Challenge No. 2. Both the wardrobe guru and the contestant will work on selecting this 
ensemble. Both the wardrobe guru and the contestant will work on selecting this ensemble. However, 
when additional wardrobe guru assistance is requested, by the contestant (for any reason) points will be 
deducted from the candidates score (5 points per session).  
 
Life Coach Guru (includes: health, mental and emotional well-being) instructions will be specific to each 
contestant. If the contestant already has a programme in place for either of these catergories (diet or 
exercise). That is if their weight is "ideal" for their body type, he/she will be tested and earn points 
accordingly.  The contestant will be taught "hands on" how to achieve the desired results and 
explained as to why the applications/tasks are necessary. Tasks/applications are of the sort that the 
contestant will be able to maintain on a personal basis, without assistance, thereafter. Contestants will 
copy the application of the instructions/examples/tasks and be graded as to their ability to duplicate the 
instructions/examples/tasks. Contestants will be given enough supplies to last the duration of the 
contest. 
 
Dating Guru will be partnered with each contestant.  Instructions will be specific to each contestant. 
The contestant will be taught "hands on" how to achieve the desired results and explained as to why the 



instructions/tasks are necessary. Tasks/instructions are of the sort that the contestant will be able to 
maintain independently, if assistance is required thereafter, it will be provided. However, when 
additional dating guru assistance is requested, by the contestant (for any reason) points will be 
deducted from the contestants score (5 points per session). Contestants will copy the dating instructions 
and be graded as to their ability to duplicate them. Contestants will be given sufficient 
dating/relationship building instructions and guidance tools, for the duration of the GH Season and 
after, in order to assist them in winning the grand prize. Each contestant must reveal to the dating guru, 
in order (favoured to least favored) the first two date-ables  they have pre-selected for the contest (for 
Episode 2).  
 
The dating guru will then guide them through: 
Get-A-Date-able 1: 

  review the 1st date-able profile 
 their potential dating compatibility 
 where the initial date should take place or what events/activities should be done 
 the "telephone" call/invitation for the first date on the next Saturday or Sunday 
 what should be mentioned/asked or discussed on the first date 
 how to handle an uncomfortable, embrassing or difficult situation 
 how to end the date, in order to ensure the second date with the same date-able 

 
Get-A-Date-able 2:  

 review the 2nd date-able profile, on their own (dating guru stands by for support) 
 continue same as previous 

 
After the two dates are arranged, the dating guru will judge the contestant on their ability to make 
dates. The dating guru will give each contestant a score for how each Get-A-Date-able went. And 
thereafter, will also judge contestants on their newly acquired dating skills.  
 
Each dating guru also has a list of all the date-ables for each contestant, that have been voted in by GH 
viewers. If any contestant has used up his/her list of choices, because of not being able to make dates, 
then that contestant must call their dating guru to obtain another date-able and incur a 5 point 
reduction. Which will be the first choice on the viewer date-able list. If the viewer's first choice date-able 
is not interested in a date with the contestant, then he/she must phone the dating guru a second time, 
incurring a second 5 point deduction and so on. If the contestant is not able to make any new date for 
the next weekend. Then he/she will must have a second consultation with the dating guru on that same 
weekend, and incur a 10 point deduction.  
 
F. Dating Challenges 
Unbeknownst to the contestants there are two dating challenges: one to be performed with each 
contestants 1st or 2nd date-able and another to be performed as a group, with a "party host" 
(contestant with the highest score, at the time of planning for the challenge) responsible for the event,  
but scored individually. The contestants will not be told that each dating challenge is judged and scored, 
until the final review of their individual scores, before the end of the competition. The challenges will be 
performed at the GH house. The house will be treated as the home of the GH Host.  The Host and he 
other contestants are to be introduced as friends, to the date-ables, when they arrive at the challenges.  
 
 Dating Challenge No. 1 guise: Contestants must convince their date-able that the  item 



they are purchsing is a house warming gift for their friend (actually the GH  Host) and they are 
going to assemble it and present it to them at their friend's  house (the GH house). 
  
 Dating Challenge No. 2 guise: Contestants must convince their date-able that  their friends 
(fellow contestants, gurus and their assistants) are giving a house  warming party, for and at the 
home of their mutual friend (the GH host). 
 
Entertaining guru  When planning of Dating Challenge no. 2 is scheduled, an entertainment guru (and 
assistants) will be used to assist in planning the event. The entertainment guru will act as a consultant, 
reviewing with the contestants everything that is needed to make the party successful. The direct 
responsibilities of the entertaining guru and GH Host are as follows:   

 show the contestants samples of invitations (digital or copy)  
 confirm invitations selected  
 confirm the guest list and guest details  
 send out the invitations to all invited  
 confirm RSVPs  
 directly contact non-RSVP responders, to ascertain their commitment to the event  
 supply the GH Host with the confirmed list (via copy) as soon as all guests are confirmed  
  GH Host is responsible for the contestants receiving a copy of the guests list  
 ascertain any food or beverage allergies of the guest invited to the party and confirm that no 

such food or beverage is served 
 supply a list of any and all food or beverage allergies of the guests involved, to  the GH Host 
 GH Host is responsible for the contestants receiving a copy of the food or beverage allergy list 

 
 
Episode 5 Dating Challenge No. 1** 

1. select a portable household item that needs: assembly (tools will be provided by GH and 
assembly is to be done at the GH house) 

2. item will be purchased by the contestant (funds provided for by GH)and not more than £30 in 
value. For example: a chair, table, curio. If a more costly item is desired then the contestant 
must pay the balance and lose 5 points 

        3. purpose of this date is to show the contestants ability to:   
  a. make a definite choice within a reasonable time frame 
  b. negotiate their selection (not be swayed by outside influence from date-       
able or sales assistant)   
  c. stay within a budget   
  d. collaboration and co-operation, during gift assembly 
 
Episode 8 Dating Challenge No.2+ 
Planning for this challenge will begin when the GH Host arrives at the house for  Episode 6. 

1.  all contestants will help plan, an end of the GH Season party and enlist the aid of  their 
most favoured date-able (who will also be attending the event) to help them  with their 
duties. 
2. an entertainment guru/party planner will be provided by GH to assist the  contestants 
with the event 
3. a budget of £25 per person will be provided by GH in order to cover the cost of the  party. 
Any amount over that, must be paid by the contestants and the expense  shared equally. on 



Episode 6 Day 1, Saturday at 6:00 in the evening the GH Host  will welcome the entertainment 
guru to the GH house. The GH Host will inform all  contestants regarding  Dating Challenge No. 2 
and it details. The entertainment  guru and contestants will assemble to discuss and plan the 
event. Whoever has the  most points at the end of Episode 5 will be the party host and tasks 
recorder.  And  in charge of every aspect of the event. And assign the other contestants to 
 duties for the event as deemed necessary by the entertainment guru. The  entertainment 
guru will ensure that the duties for the event are divided equally as  to ease or difficulty. As 
well as reminding contestants that they will be enlisting the  aide of their "relationship 
date-able" to complete their duties. Contestant duties are  to include (1) shopping and (1) GH 
house duty, for the event. This contestant will  document all confirmed aspects of the event 
and review them prior to the  conclusion of the meeting. The recorder will post all confirmed 
aspects on the GH  house billboard. 

         4. The entertaiment guru and the contestants will discuss the features of the event: 
 guest list, formal invitations (style and colours) via post or digital (style and colours)  via 
email, food, drinks, music/entertainment, decorations, ambiance, pre-clean-up   post clean-up, 
furniture placement, shopping, food preparation, food display,  greeting & escorting guest 
(including handling and caring for the safe journey home  of any inebriated guest) health & safety 
of the guests  along with their belongings,  nusiance control, no-illegal substances or weapons and 
calling for law enforcement  or medical attention, if necessary. If any contestant becomes inebriated, 
abusive or  violent, as a result of that behaviour 10 points will be deducted from their score.
 responsible to carrying it out.    
  
 The Invitation 
 Attendees:  Four contestants and their "relationship date-able" 
   The Get Hitched Host  
   All gurus & assistants 
 Place:  Get Hitched House 
 Time:  Episode 8/Saturday at 9:00pm until 12:00midnight 
 Dress code: Formal 

 
 
Get Hitched/Premium Version 
Season 1 
Episode 1 
Day 1 (Friday evening at 7:00) 
Get Hitched Contestants Arrive 
The four contestants arrive at the Get Hitched house.  Where they meet each other and get 
acquainted. After that period, they will be instructed to turn on the television in order to receive further 
instructions. On the television, the GH Host will introduce him/herself and welcome each of the 
contestants. She/He will then state: 

 arrangements for living in the house 
 purpose for the contestants going to GH Boot Camp 
 what will be accomplished during their eight week competition 
 the incontestable judging, grading and points system 
 what the grand prize will be and to whom it will be awarded 
 the schedule of events for the first weekend 
 the expectations of each contestant, during the first week, when meeting with the selected 



consultants, life coaches or gurus  
 challenges to be performed after meeting with each consultant 
 challenges to be performed in the house, individually and as a group 
 Saturday morning, starting at 9:00, women and men contestants will be taken to a pre-arranged 

clothing shop, spa/salon, life-coach and dating guru. Upon arrival each one will be greeted by 
their personal consultant. 

 
Season 1 
Episode 1 
Day 2 (Saturday morning at 9:00) 
Makeover Boot Camp 
 
 1. The GH Host will arrive and introduce him/herself to the contestants and        escort 
them (women first, then men) via limobus to the following:  
  a. Wardrobe Boot Camp: to meet the wardrobe and style consultant (they  
 will receive their consultation, instructions, perform their challenges, be   judged 
 and graded and then receive their new wardrobe) 
  b. Wardrobe Boot Camp: to meet the skin and nail aesthetician (they will  
 receive their consultation, instructions, perform their challenges, be judged   and 
graded and then receive their new products) 
  c. Wardrobe Boot Camp: to meet the hair aesthetician (they will receive  
 their consultation, instructions, perform their challenges, be judged and   graded 
 and then receive their new products) 
 
Season 1 
Episode 1 
Day 2 (Saturday afternoon at 3:00) 
Life Coach Boot Camp 
 
 2.   The GH Host will collect the contestants from their Makeover Boot Camp        
 and escort them (women first, then men) via limobus to the following: 
  Life Coach Boot Camp: to meet with their lifestyle consultant (they will   
 receive their consultation, instructions, perform their challenges, be judged   and 
graded and then receive their packets) 
 
Season 1 
Episode 1 
Day 2 (Sunday morning at 9:00) 
Dating Guru Boot Camp 
  
 3. The GH Host will collect the contestants from GH house and escort them to  
 dating guru boot camp and escort them (women and men) via limobus: 
  Dating Guru Boot Camp: to meet with their dating consultant  (they   
 will receive their consultation, instructions, perform their    
 challenges, be judged and graded and then receive their packets) 
Season 1 
Episode 1 
Day 3 (Sunday afternoon at 6:00) 



GH House Weekend Wrap-up  
 
 The GH Host will collect the contestants from Dating Guru Boot Camp and  escort them  
(women and men) back to the GH house via limobus: 
  GH House Weekend Wrap-up:   
  1. discuss te GH Boot Camp events  
  2. review their individual scores  
  3. discuss their rank within the group empower the contestants  
  4. urge them to apply what they've learnt from the gurus    
 5. discuss the events for Episode 2 
Season 1 
Episode 1 
Day 3 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 1 
 
 The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them out.  
 Welcoming them back next Saturday afternoon at midday, for the next  episode.  The 
Host will close Episode 1. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 2 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at midday) 
Contestant Chat & Dates: 1 & 2 
Get Date-ables: 3 & 4 
 
 The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst themselves  about 
their week and their Round One: 1st & 2nd dates for this weekend. Prior to  preparing themselves 
for their dates this weekend, each contestant must consult  their packets, find and arrange their 
Round One: 3rd & 4th Get-A-Date-able.  
  Get-A-Date-able:  

 telephone him/her and make Round One: 3rd & 4th dates 
 if no date can be made with the first choice, the contestant must  move onto their 

next choice, and on until both the dates are made 
 if no dates are made from the contestants list, the he/she must phone their dating 

guru and ask for the next name on the viewers choice list, thereby incurring a 
deduction of 5 points, for every date-able requested 

 
Season 1 
Episode 2 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 4:00) 
GH Host & Contestant Chat  
Round One: Dates 1 & 2 
 
 The GH Host will arrive (via video) and welcome the contestants back. Then discuss   with 
the group,  what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at work, etc.   And thereafter 
discuss with each contestant, highest score first, the folllowing: 

 the events planned for Round One: 1st & 2nd dates 
their dating strategy as per their personal dating guru 



offer positive reinforcement and encouragement, toward achieving their  goals 
Season 1 
Episode 2 
Day 2 (Sunday afternoon at 6:00) 
GH Host Weekend Wrap-up 
 
 GH Host Weekend Wrap-up: The GH Host will arrive and discuss with the group,  how 
their dates went. And thereafter, talk with each contestant on an individual  basis regarding: 
  1. what happened on their Round One: 1st & 2nd dates 
  2. their scores  
  3. their rank within the group 
  4. urge them to apply what they've learnt from the dating guru 
  5. empower contestant 
  6. contestant's Round One: 3rd & 4th date-ables  
       for next weekend 
Season 1 
Episode 2 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 
 
 The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them out.   Invite 
viewers to watch the next week's episode. The Host will close Episode 2. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 3 
Day 1  (Saturday at midday) 
Contestant Chat & Round One Dates: 3 & 4  
Get Date-able: 5 
 
  The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst   
 themselves about their week and their Round One: 3rd & 4th dates for this  
 weekend. Prior to preparing themselves for their dates this weekend each  
 contestant must consult their packets and find and arrange their Round   
 One: 5th date-able.    
  Get-A-Date-able: 

 telephone him/her and make Round One: 5th date 
 if no date can be made with the first choice, the contestant must  move onto their 

next choice, and on until the 5th date is made 
    if no date is made from the contestants list, the he/she must phone         

their dating guru and ask for the next name on the viewers choice list,         thereby incurring a 
deduction of 5 points, for every date-able          requested 
Season 1 
Episode 3 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 4:00) 
GH Host & Contestant Chat 
Round One: Dates 3 & 4 
Dating Challenge No. 1 (discussion) 
Get-A-Dateable: for Dating Challenge 



No. 1  either Round Two Dates: 1 or 2 
 
  The GH Host will arrive (via video) and welcome the contestants back. Then  
 discuss the group, what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at   work, 
etc.  And  thereafter discuss with each contestant, highest score first,   the folllowing: 

 the events planned for their Round One: 3rd & 4th dates 
their dating strategy as per their dating guru 
 offer positive reinforcement and encouragement, toward achieving their  goals 
Dating Challenge No. 1** 
 contestants must also make a date with their Round Two: 1st or 2nd date- able for 
Dating Challenge No.1 during Episode 5. 

Season 1 
Episode 3 
Day 2 (Sunday afternoon at 6:00) 
GH Host Weekend Wrap-up 
 
 GH Host Weekend Wrap-up:  The GH Host will arrive and discuss with the   group, 
how their dates went. And thereafter, talk with each contestant on an   individual basis 
 regarding: 
  1. what happened on their, Round One: 3rd & 4th dates 
  2. their scores  
  3. their rank within the group 
  4. urge them to apply what they've learnt from the dating guru 
  5. empower contestant      
  6. their date-able for Dating Challenge No. 1 and their Round                 
        Two: 2nd date-able  
Season 1 
Episode 3 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 
 
 The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them out.   Invite 
viewers to watch the next week's episode. The Host will close Episode  3. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 4  
Day 1 (Saturday at midday) 
Contestant Chat & Round One Date: 5 
Round Two: Date-ables 1 & 2 
(incl. date-able for Dating Challenge No. 1) 

 
The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst themselves, about 
their week and their Round One: 5th date for this weekend and Dating Challenge No. 1 
date-able for Episode 5 and the Round Two: 2nd date-able . If their date-able for Episode 5 
has not been made, they must use this opportunity to confirm that date. 

Season 1 
Episode 4 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 4:00) 



GH Host & Contestant Chat: Round One Date: 5  
 

 The GH Host will arrive (via video) and welcome the contestants back. Then  discuss 
the group, what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at  work, etc.  And 
thereafter discuss with each contestant, highest score first,  the folllowing: 

the events planned for Round One: 1st & 2nd dates 
their dating strategy as per their personal dating guru 
offer positive reinforcement and encouragement, toward achieving their  goals 

 
 Dating Challenge No. 1 **(discussion) 
 Each contestant and either their 1st or 2nd date-able, on Episode 5, must perform  the 
following challenge:  

 select a portable household item that needs: assembly (assembly is to be done 
at the GH house, tools will be provided by GH) 

 item will be purchased by the contestant (funds provided for by GH)and not 
more that £30 in value. For example: a chair, table, curio. If a more costly item is 
desired then the contestant must pay the balance and lose 5 points purpose of 
this date is to show the contestants ability to:   

   1. make a definite choice within a reasonable time frame  
   2. negotiate their selection (not be swayed by the input of   
      others: sales asst or date-able's choices)   
   3. stay within a budget   
   4. co-operatation and teamwork, during assemblage 

 contestants and their date-able must arrive back to the GH house no later than 
6:00pm to assemble their kit. When they arrive the  GH Host will greet them as 
friends and be introduced to each date-able 

 the GH Host will stay in the house until all contestants, with their date-ables 
arrive. And thereafter the host will leave  

 all date-ables must leave the house by 10:00pm 
 contestants will be judged and receive scores by the dating guru on the success 

of Dating Challenge No. 1 
Episode 4 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 6:00) 
GH House Weekend Wrap-up 
 
  GH Host Weekend Wrap-up:  The GH Host will arrive and discuss with the  
 group, how their dates went. And thereafter, talk with each contestant on   an 
individual basis regarding: 
  1. what happened on their, Round One: 3rd & 4th dates 
  2. their scores  
  3. their rank within the group 
  4. urge them to apply what they've learnt from the dating guru 
  5. empower contestant      
  6. their date-able for Dating Challenge No. 1 and their Round                 
        Two: 2nd date-able 
Season 1 
Episode 4 



Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 
 
  The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them  
 out. Invite viewers to watch the next week's episode. The Host will close   Episode 
4. 
 
Episode 5 
Day 1 (Saturday at midday) 
Dating Challenge No. 1 & Round Two Date: 2 
Contestant Chat: Round Two Date-able: 3 & 4 
 
 The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst themselves  about 
their week, and their: Dating Challenge No. 1 and Round Two: 2nd dates, for  this weekend.   

 Contestants must call and make, Round Two:  3rd & 4th date-ables  for next 
weekend 

Season 1 
Episode 5 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 4:00) 
Contestant & GH Host Chat: 
Dating Challenge No. 1 &  
Round Two Date: 2 
 
 The GH Host will arrive (via video) and welcome the contestants back. Then discuss  the 
group, what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at work, etc.  And  thereafter 
discuss with each contestant, highest score first, the folllowing: 

 the events planned for their, Dating Challenge No. 1 and  
 Round Two: 2nd date 

their dating strategy as per their personal dating guru 
 offer positive reinforcement and encouragement 
the Host will also inform them that in additional to the date challenge, they  must 
organize purchasing refreshments and snacks for themselves and their  date after 
completing their challenges. These will be consumed at the GH  house only. GH wll not 
be providing funds for the impromptu party  (contestants and/or the date-able must 
buy them) and they must select:  

  a. what and much to purchase  
  b. who will do the shopping  
  c. who will remain home to organize the house  
  d. who serve the refreshments  
  e. who is in charge of clean-up 

Season 1 
Episode 5 
Day 2 (Sunday afternoon at 6:00) 
GH House Weekend Wrap-up 
 
  GH Host Weekend Wrap-up:  The GH Host will arrive and discuss with  
 the group, how their dates went. And thereafter, talk with each contestant   on an 
individual basis regarding: 



   1. what happened on their,  Dating Challenge No. 1  and  
                       Round Two: 2nd date 
   2. reveal the winner of the challenge 
   3. their scores  
   4. their rank within the group 
   5. urge them to apply what they've learnt from their dating guru 
   6. empower contestant     
   7. their  Round Two: 3rd & 4th dates, including  
        Dating Challenge No. 2  
Season 1 
Episode 5 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 
 
 The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them out.  Invite viewers 
to watch the next week's episode. The Host will close Episode 5. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 6  
Day 1 (Saturday at midday) 
Contestant Chat Round Two Dates: 3 & 4 
Dating Challenge No. 2 
Round Two Get-A-Date: 5  
 
 The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst themselves  about 
their week and their Round Two: 3rd & 4th dates, for this weekend.  Contestants must call and make 
Round Two: 5th date-able for next weekend. 
 
Episode 6 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 1:00) 
Contestant & GH Host Chat  
Round Two: Dates: 3 & 4 
Dating Challenge No. 2 &  
"Relationship Date-able" 
 
 The GH Host will arrive at the house and welcome the contestants back. Then  discuss 
 the group, what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at work,  etc.  And 
thereafter discuss with each contestant, highest score first, the folllowing: 

 the events planned for their Round Two: 3rd & 4th dates 
their dating strategy as per their personal dating guru 
 offer positive reinforcement and encouragement 
Dating Challenge No. 2+ 

  contestant must select "relationship date-able" for Dating Challenge No. 2+  
 and make a date with "relationship date-able" to assist with their   
 shopping/party  duty 
Season 1 
Episode 6 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 1:30) 



Contestants & Entertainment Guru 
Dating Challenge No. 2 (planning) 
 
 The GH Host will welcome and introduce the entertainment guru and assistants to  the 
contestants. The entertainment guru will guide the contestants in planning the  party for Dating 
Challenge No. 2.+  

   
Season 1 
Episode 6 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 6:00) 
GH House Weekend Wrap-up 
 
  GH Host Weekend Wrap-up:  The GH Host will arrive and discuss with  
 the group, how their dates went. And thereafter, talk with each contestant   on an 
individual basis regarding: 
   1. what happened on their, Round Two: 3rd & 4th dates 
   2. reveal the winner of the challenge 
   3. their scores  
   4. their rank within the group 
   5. urge them to apply what they've learnt from their dating guru 
   6. empower contestant   
   7. each contestants "relationship date-able" choice for  
             Dating Challenge No. 2+ 
 
Season 1 
Episode 6 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 
 
  The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them  
 out. Invite viewers to watch the next week's episode. The host will close   Episode 
6. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 7 
Day 1 (Saturday at midday) 
Contestant Chat: Round Two Date: 5 
Dating Challenge No. 2 "Relationship Date-able" (shopping for party) 
 
 The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst themselves  about 
their week and their Round Two: 5th date, Relationship date-able (shopping  date) for Dating 
Challenge No. 2 and Dating Challenge No. 2. 
  
Season 1 
Episode 7 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 4:00) 
Contestant & Host Chat: Date 5 
Dating Challenge No. 2/Relationship Date-able (shopping for party) 



 
 The GH Host will arrive (via video) and welcome the contestants back. Then discuss  the 
group, what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at work, etc.  And  thereafter 
discuss with each contestant, highest score first, the folllowing: 

 the events planned for their Round Two: 5th date  
their dating strategy as per their dating guru 
 offer positive reinforcement and encouragement 
 the events planned for Round Two: 5th date and "relationship date-able" 
 (shopping date) 

Season 1 
Episode 7 
Day 2 (Sunday afternoon at 6:00) 
GH House Weekend Wrap-up 
 
 GH House Weekend Wrap-up:  The GH Host will arrive and discuss with the group,  how 
their dates went. And thereafter, discuss each contestants score, by a  one-on-one basis: 
  1. what happened  on their, Round Two: 5th date and               
shopping with date with "relationship date-able" 
  2. review their individual scores  
  3. discuss their rank within the group empower the contestants  
  4. urge them to apply what they've learnt from the consultants   
  5. discuss each contestant's "relationship date-able" 
  6. Dating Challenge No. 2  
Season 1 
Episode 7 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Episode 
 
  The GH Host will dismiss the contestants from the house and escort them  
 out. Invite viewers to watch the next week's episode. The Host will close   Episode 
7. 
 
 
Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 1 (Saturday at midday) 
Contestant Chat: "Relationship Date-able" & 
Dating Challenge No. 2 
 
 The GH contestants will arrive at the house and settle in. Talk amongst themselves  about 
their week and their "relationship date-able," review and begin tasks for  Dating  Challenge No. 2 
  
Season. 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 1:00)  
Contestant & GH Host Chat 
 "Relationship Date-able" & 
Dating Challenge No. 2 



 
 The GH Host will arrive (via video) and welcome the contestants back. Then discuss  the 
group, what's been going on with them, in general: at home, at work, etc.  And  thereafter 
discuss with each contestant, highest score first, the folllowing: 

 the events planned for their, Dating Challenge No. 2 
their dating strategy as per their personal dating guru 
 offer positive reinforcement and encouragement 

 
Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 1 (Saturday afternoon at 1:30) 
Contestants & Entertainment Guru 
& Assistants 
 
 The entertainment guru (EG) and assistants will arrive at the GH house. And  thereafter 
discuss with each contestant, in a group setting: their individual  responsibilites for Dating 
Challenge No. 2. The EG will direct all activity in the house.  An assistant will accompany the 
shoppers for any additional support or guidance  needed. The EG/assistants and contestants will 
review the shopping and to-do lists,  assigned. The EG will dole out the needed funds for the food, 
beverages, supplies,  etc. These contestants will be sent on their way to fulfill their assignments. The 
 other contestants with "house to-do list" such as cleaning, furniture arrangements,  sorting 
and preparing utensils, trays/bowls, glassware, etc will begin their  assignments. All home 
preparation and  shopping will be finished by 5:00pm. When  the shoppers return to the GH 
house. Those responsible for food and beverage  preparation will being, under the direction of 
the EG and assistant.  By 7:00pm all  preparation for the party will terminate. The EG and assistant 
will leave the GH  house. The contestants will then get themselves ready for the party and for 
their  date-ables and guests, who will arrive at 9:00pm. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 1 (Saturday evening 8:30) 
Contestants, GH Host  
Entertainment Guru & Assistants 
 
 The GH Host and the entertainment guru and assistants will arrive at the house. 
 Checking with all of the  contestants as to their duties. The Host well then check 
 about the house to make certain things are in order and everything is as planned. If 
 anything is out of order, not according to the "event plan" the GH Host will inform  the 
Party Host,  who will in turn inform the contestant responsible to fulfill the task.  The GH Host 
will also remind contestants that this is their:  

last date on the GH show 
last opportunity to gain more cash toward the grand prize, if they are  
 successful at reaching the goal (of a marriage proposal) 
make a good impression on their favoured date-able 
their dating strategy as per their personal dating guru 
offer positive reinforcement and encouragement 

 



Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 1 (Saturday evening 9:00) 
Dating Challenge No.2 Begins 
 
  All things are in place and ready. Contestants are ready to receive their guests. 
  Guest begin to arrive. 
 
Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 1 (Saturday midnight) 
Dating Challenge No.2  
 
  Dating Challenge No. 2 ends. All guests leave the GH house.  
 
Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 6:00) 
GH House Weekend Wrap-up 
 
 GH House Weekend Wrap-up:  The GH Host will arrive and discuss with the group, how Dating 
Challenge No. 2 went.  And thereafter, discuss each contestants  score, by a one-on-one basis: 
  1. the GH Host will discuss Dating Challenge No. 2 
  2. review their individual scores  
  3. discuss their rank within the group empower the contestants  
       to win the grand prize 
  4. announce the GH contestant with the most points 
  5. urge them to apply what they've learnt from the consultants   
      during their subsequent dates with their "relationship date-able"  
Season 1 
Episode 8/Final 
Day 2 (Sunday evening at 7:00) 
GH Host Close Season 1 
 
 The GH Host will say farewell and thank the contestants and wish them luck with  their 
"relationship date-able". Then dismiss the contestants from the house and  escort them out. Then 
review each contestant's choosen date-able. The Host will  review what the grand prize involves 
and the requirements that must be fulfilled to  win. The Host will close Episode 8 end of Season 1. 
 
   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


